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(57) ABSTRACT 

Approaches are disclosed for using a multidimensional 
database as a surrogate for a run-time hash table in the 
context of processing a relational query. In an embodiment, 
an analytic Workspace is used to store data, Wherein the data 
is to be evaluated using a by a function in the processing of 
a MODEL clause. The approaches eliminate the need to use 
a hash table to store the data that is to be evaluated. The data 
may initially reside in the analytic Workspace, or it may be 
loaded into the analytic Workspace. 
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USING MULTIDIMENSIONAL ACCESS AS 
SURROGATE FOR RUN-TIME HASH TABLE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of and 
claims the bene?t of domestic priority from: 

[0002] US. patent application Ser. No. 10/424,003 
entitled “Methods of Navigating a Cube that is Implemented 
as a Relational Object,” ?led on Apr. 25, 2003, Which claims 
the bene?t of priority from US. Provisional Application No. 
60/379,870, entitled “Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) 
Operations and Access Structures for Data Stored in a 
Relational Database,” ?led on May 10, 2002; 

[0003] US. patent application Ser. No. 10/423,356 
entitled “Using Relational Structures to Create and Support 
a Cube Within a Relational Database System,” ?led on Apr. 
25, 2003, Which also claims the bene?t of priority from US 
Provisional Application Ser. No. 0/379,870, entitled “Online 
Analytical Processing (OLAP) Operations and Access 
Structures for Data Stored in a Relational Database,” ?led on 
May 10, 2002; and 

[0004] US. patent application Ser. No. 10/417,732 
entitled “Techniques for Managing What-If Analysis of Data 
Managed by a Relational Database System,” ?led on Apr. 
16, 2003; Which claims the bene?t of priority from US. 
Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/375,726, entitled “Inte 
grating Online Analytical processing (OLAP) functions Into 
A Relational Database Management System (RDMBS),” 
?led on Apr. 26, 2002. 

[0005] This application is related to US. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. entitled “Using a Cache to Provide 
Cursor Isolation,” by MattheW Dombroski and Ekrem 
SoylemeZ, ?led on the same day hereWith. 

[0006] The contents of all of Which are incorporated by 
reference in their entirety for all purposes, as if fully set forth 
herein. 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

[0007] The invention generally relates to computer sys 
tems, and, more speci?cally, relates to approaches for using 
a multidimensional database as a surrogate for a run-time 
hash table in the conteXt of processing a relational query. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. 
Therefore, unless otherWise indicated, the approaches 
described in this section are not prior art to the claims in this 
application and are not admitted to be prior art, merely by 
inclusion in this section. 

[0009] Historically, there has been a distinction betWeen 
relational database management systems (RDBMS) and 
multidimensional database management systems 
(MDDBMS). Each type of system has evolved someWhat 
independently from the other and to meet different goals. 
There are many general differences betWeen such systems, 
including (1) database schema, (2) processes used to store, 
access and retrieve such data, and (3) data analysis capa 
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bilities, to name a feW. Many speci?c differences in the 
internal processes associated With relational and multidi 
mensional database systems stem from these general differ 
ences. 

[0010] One signi?cant difference betWeen relational and 
multidimensional database systems is the difference in their 
respective transaction models and operation of associated 
transaction engines. Generally, relational systems and pro 
cesses are modeled to provide fast and ef?cient loading and 
revising of data, Whereas multidimensional systems and 
processes are modeled to provide fast, complex real-time 
analytical processing of data. Furthermore, relational sys 
tems are modeled to support many short transactions, or 
sequences of operations, that are almost alWays committed. 
That is, the changes made by transactions eXecuted in a 
relational database system are almost alWays made perma 
nent to the database. 

[0011] In contrast, multidimensional systems are modeled 
to support long transactions that frequently are not commit 
ted. This is, the changes made by transactions eXecuted in 
multidimensional system are usually temporary, only visible 
to the transaction that is making the changes, and must be 
removed from the database after the transaction terminates. 

[0012] Not only do relational and multidimensional data 
base systems meet different needs, in addition, such systems 
have historically been con?gured as separate stand-alone 
systems. In some instances, such systems are con?gured to 
emulate the functionality of one type of system in the other 
type of system. For example, US. Pat. No. 6,484,179 
describes techniques for organiZing multidimensional data 
in a relational database system in a manner that improves the 
performance of OLAP operations Within the relational data 
base system. 

[0013] HoWever, in prior approaches, the tWo disparate 
systems are not truly integrated. Prior approaches do not 
provide efficient large-scale analytical processing of trans 
actions on relationally stored data, While maintaining 
desired properties of such data. For eXample, prior 
approaches do not provide the ability to ef?ciently handle 
multi-session What-if analysis transactions (e.g., MOLAP 
transactions) on relationally managed data, While maintain 
ing the ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability) 
transaction properties typically associated With relationally 
managed data. What-if analyses are popular scenarios in 
data Warehouse environments, particularly for assimilation 
of data in a business decision-making conteXt. A data 
Warehouse is a consolidated vieW of enterprise data, opti 
miZed for reporting and analysis. Basically, a data Ware 
house is an aggregated, sometimes summariZed copy of 
transaction and non-transaction data speci?cally structured 
for dynamic querying, analysis and reporting. 
[0014] A MODEL clause in a structured query language 
(“SQL”) provides numerous bene?cial features, and is par 
ticularly useful in the conteXt of integrated relational and 
multidimensional data. Techniques related to the MODEL 
clause are described in detail US. patent application Ser. 
No. 09/886,839, entitled “PERFORMING SPREAD 
SHEET-LIKE CALCULATIONS IN A DATABASE SYS 
TEM”, ?led on Jun. 20, 2001, the entire contents of Which 
are incorporated herein. 

[0015] A MODEL clause alloWs database developers to 
treat relational data as multidimensional arrays. The data 
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that is acted on by a MODEL clause may be referred to a 
“model data”. Formulas can then be de?ned on the arrays. 
As a result of the foregoing structure, a MODEL clause may 
resolve formula dependencies automatically, therefore sup 
porting large sets of interlinked formulas in sophisticated 
applications. In particular, a MODEL clause is useful in the 
processing of complex calculations that involve inter-roW 
references. The folloWing example of a MODEL clause 
predicts sales of ‘bike’ in 2000 to be sum of its sales in 1999 
and 1998 and sales of car in 2000 to be an average of years 
1990 through 1994: 

MODEL PARTITION BY (country) DIMENSION BY (prod, year) 
MEASURES (sales) 
( 

sales[‘bi_ke’, 2000] = sales[‘bi_ke’, 1999] + sales[‘bi_ke’, 1998], 
sales[‘car’, 2000] = avg(sales)[‘car’, for year in (1990,1991,1992, 
993,1994)] 

) 

[0016] Prior to the advent of the MODEL clause, such 
complex calculations often demanded the use of multiple 
data transformations, such as join and union statements, 
Which are cumbersome and painstaking to develop. 

[0017] In order to perform a relational query With a 
MODEL clause, random access of the data in the OLAP 
table is required. HoWever, the data in the OLAP table 
cannot be randomly accessed. One solution is to create a 
hash table at runtime, and populate the hash table With 
OLAP table data. Once the data is stored in the hash table, 
it may be randomly accessed. A relational engine then 
evaluates the data in the hash table by applying spreadsheet 
functions. Spreadsheet functions include functions in Which 
calculations, such as summation and averaging, are per 
formed on data residing in roWs, columns and/or other 
dimensions of a database. 

[0018] HoWever, various costs are associated With the 
creation of the hash table “on the ?y” at run time. Addi 
tionally, some aspects of the hash table performance are 
undesirable. In particular, the creation of the hash table at 
run time is a resource intensive operation that consumes a 

great deal of time, memory and disk space. Also, in the event 
that the source data to be stored in the hash table is in an 
analytic Workspace, the time to retrieve the data, and to build 
and populate the hash table is even greater. 

[0019] One solution for decreasing the time consumed in 
the creation of the hash table at run time is to increase the 
siZe parameters of the hash table. HoWever, this solution is 
not optimal because a great deal of memory must be 
employed if the parameters of the hash table are increased. 
Additionally, as a result of over-allocation of memory for a 
hash table, over-fetching may occur, Which is not desirable. 
Over-fetching occurs When an area of memory is retrieved, 
but only a portion of the area is actually needed. 

[0020] Additionally, due to the structure of a hash table, 
there are certain inef?ciencies in the accessing and retrieval 
of data from the hash table. These inef?ciencies can be 
recti?ed to a certain extent by optimiZation procedures to be 
performed on the hash table. HoWever, the optimiZation 
procedures are costly to apply, and painstaking to develop. 

[0021] In the implementation of the MODEL clause, as 
Well as in the context of implementing other SQL statements 
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and clauses, it Would be desirable to have a con?guration or 
mechanism that avoids the costs associated With creating 
and using a hash table at run time. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0022] The disclosed subject matter is depicted by Way of 
representative examples, and not by Way of limitation, in the 
illustrations of the accompanying ?gures. The ?gures 
include: 

[0023] FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting an embodi 
ment of a system for processing a relational query using an 
analytic Workspace. 
[0024] FIG. 2 is a How chart depicting the embodiment of 
a method for processing a relational query using an analytic 
Workspace. 
[0025] FIG. 3 is a How chart depicting an embodiment of 
another method for processing a relational query using an 
analytic Workspace. 
[0026] FIG. 4 is a block diagram depicting an embodi 
ment of a system upon Which embodiments of the disclosed 
approaches may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0027] In the folloWing description, for the purposes of 
explanation, numerous speci?c details are set forth in order 
to provide a thorough understanding of the present inven 
tion. It Will be apparent, hoWever, that the present invention 
may be practiced Without these speci?c details. In other 
instances, Well-knoWn structures and devices are shoWn in 
block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
ing the present invention. 

Functional OvervieW 

[0028] Approaches are disclosed for using a multidimen 
sional database as a surrogate for a run-time hash table in the 
context of processing a relational query. 

[0029] In one embodiment, an approach is disclosed that 
employs an analytic Workspace to store the data that is 
subject to a relational query, Wherein the data is to be 
evaluated using one or more functions, such as a MODEL 
function. Such data is referred to herein as “model data”. 

[0030] An analytic Workspace is a storage type that pro 
vides multidimensional structures that are compatible With 
multidimensional database objects such as dimensions, vari 
ables, formulas, relations, and value sets. Analytic Work 
spaces can persist across sessions and be shared by multiple 
user sessions. In the context of OLAP operations, an analytic 
Workspace includes a set of data that is being manipulated 
according to the OLAP operations. The data underlying an 
analytic Workspace may be stored persistently in relational 
database tables, as BLOBs (binary large object), for 
example. Furthermore, the data associated With an analytic 
Workspace may comprise a portion of a multidimensional 
cube. 

[0031] In other Words, an analytic Workspace is a con 
struct that provides multidimensional structures that are 
compatible With multidimensional database objects such as 
dimensions, variables, formulas, relations, and value sets. 
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Therefore, analytic Workspace 150 includes a set of data on 
Which extended or complex OLAP operations can be per 
formed. In an embodiment, analytic Workspaces are 
acquired from a database via procedures associated With an 
OLAP Application Programming Interface (API“). For 
example, a database user performing OLAP operations on a 
set of multidimensional data, such as through an OLAP API 
to analyZe data in analytic Workspace, may requests aggre 
gated or otherWise processed and grouped measure data for 
various grouping combinations of geography/time dimen 
sions. 

[0032] The use of an analytical Workspace to hold the 
model data eliminates the need to use a hash table to store 
the model data. In one embodiment, a relational engine is 
used to evaluate model functions that are included in queries 
that are performed on model data stored in an analytic 
Workspace. The model data may initially reside in the 
analytic Workspace, or it may be loaded into the analytic 
Workspace in response to execution of the query that con 
tains the model clause. 

[0033] Each time a query that contains a model clause is 
executed, random access to the data upon Which the clause 
in applied is required. As stated above, in the prior art, 
random access Was provided by a hash table created for 
processing of the clause. HoWever, as explained above, the 
creation and use of the hash table has many disadvantages. 

[0034] In contrast, in the techniques described hereafter, a 
multidimensional database, such as an analytic Workspace, 
is used as a to provide random access to model data. In a 
sense, the analytic Workspace may serve as a surrogate for 
the hash table used to hold model data in the prior art. This 
use an analytic Workspace has many advantages. For 
example, a pre-existing and/or persistent analytic Workspace 
can be used, Which reduces or eliminates the need to create 
data structures, such as a hash table, “on the ?y” When an 
query is executed. Therefore, the use of an analytic Work 
space reduces or eliminates the time and storage costs 
involved With creating a hash table. If the data is already in 
an analytic Workspace at the time the query is executed, even 
more time is saved. If the data is not already in the analytic 
Workspace When the query is executed, the data may be 
loaded into the analytic Workspace. 

[0035] In addition, an analytic Workspace provides more 
efficient and faster random access than a hash table if the 
data is much larger than the memory allocated to the hash 
table. In this regard, the need to perform various optimiZa 
tion steps that are often performed on hash table data is 
reduced or eliminated in the disclosed approaches. A join or 
a predicate push doWn is an example of an optimiZation 
technique that can be avoided by implementing a disclosed 
approach. 

[0036] Additionally, in the disclosed approaches, there is 
no need to over-allocate storage parameters, as is often done 
to alloW a hash table to function more efficiently. The 
over-allocation of storage parameters lead to over-fetching, 
a problem that is also reduced or eliminated in an embodi 
ment. Moreover, procedures to optimiZe the siZe of hash 
tables may be extremely complex. Due to these complexi 
ties, the hash table, in its ultimate form, may still not 
function efficiently, and a lot of time may be Wasted to 
develop and apply methods of managing the memory foot 
print of the hash table With respect to the data set. 
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Exemplary System 
[0037] FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting an embodi 
ment of a system for processing a relational query using an 
analytic Workspace. 
[0038] System 100 may be used to perform a relational 
query that includes a MODEL clause. The disclosed 
embodiments are particularly useful in respect of queries, 
such as those that involve a MODEL clause. 

[0039] System 100 comprises analytic Workspace 150, 
Which serves as a surrogate for the hash table that Was 
created in prior art approaches to handling queries that have 
model clauses. According to one embodiment, analytic 
Workspace 150 exists prior to the time that the query that 
includes the model clause is performed, although it is not 
necessary that the data be loaded into analytic Workspace 
150 prior to the time that the query is performed. If the 
model data to be subject to the MODEL clause resides in a 
relational table, the data in the relational table may be loaded 
into analytic Workspace 150. HoWever, if the data already 
exists in analytic Workspace 150 When the query that 
includes the model clause is executed, the query Will be 
faster. 

[0040] The MODEL clause may then be applied to the 
data in the analytic Workspace 150. The data upon Which a 
function is to be performed is speci?ed in the list of a FROM 
clause of a query. In the prior art, When a query With a 
MODEL clause Was executed, the hash table Was created on 
the data generated by the query block. In an embodiment, 
instead of referring to the hash table in the FROM clause of 
the query, analytic Workspace 150 may be referenced. For 
example, the folloWing query may be executed: 

[0041] SELECT TIME, PRODUCT, CUSTOMER, 
SALES 

[0042] FROM AW_XYZ 

[0043] MODEL DIMENSION BY (PRODUCT, CUS 
TOMER) MEASURES (SALES) 

[0044] In this example, AW_XYZ is the name of the 
analytic Workspace containing the model data. The use of 
analytic Workspace 150 Will alloW more efficient and faster 
access of the data, in comparison to prior art methods Which 
employed a hash table. 

[0045] In an embodiment of system 100, relational engine 
120 directly accesses the model data in analytic Workspace 
150. Because model data is directly accessed, the access to 
the data in analytic Workspace 150 should not be “Wrapped” 
in other functions, such as Wrapped in a WINDOW function. 
The analytic Workspace is presented as a materialiZed vieW 
of a table. 

[0046] System 100 includes application 110. Application 
110 submits a query that includes a MODEL clause. System 
100 employs various engines and functions to redirect a 
query to a multidimensional engine. As a result, the archi 
tecture of system 100 ensures that any select statement can 
be run against multidimensional data types, and that the 
results are consistent With the same select statement against 
a relational table. This aspect is facilitated by lying relational 
engine 120 over multidimensional table 140. 

[0047] In the prior art, after the steps of aggregation and 
calculation Were performed in multidimensional engine 140, 
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it Was necessary to create a hash table and populate the hash 
table With data from multidimensional engine 140 to enable 
model functions to be evaluated by relational engine 120. 
HoWever, as described above, analytic Workspace 150 
serves as a surrogate for the hash table, and stores data upon 
Which functions, such as the MODEL clause, functions may 
be performed by relational engine 120. 

[0048] In an embodiment, system 100 also includes inter 
face 155. Because a hash table and an analytic Workspace 
have different structures, the same interface cannot be used 
to access the data that resides therein. In the prior art, a 
standard interface is used to access model data in the hash 
table. HoWever, in an embodiment disclosed herein, a sec 
ond layer interface is added to the standard interface to alloW 
calls made through the standard interface to access an 
analytic Workspace, using typical analytical Workspace 
methods. 

[0049] The disclosed methods reduce the overhead 
involved With various data transformations that Were 
required in the prior art. For example, in the prior art, 
random access data in an analytic Workspace Was trans 
formed into serial access relational data, and Was then 
transformed into random access data in the hash table. Such 
transformations are reduced or eliminated by a disclosed 
embodiment, in Which random access to model data is 
provided directly to relational engine 120. 

[0050] FIG. 2 is a flow chart depicting an embodiment of 
method 200 for processing a relational query using an 
analytic Workspace. 

[0051] Step 205 comprises receiving a request to process 
a relational query in Which data is updated. In one embodi 
ment, the relational query may involve updating data 
through the application of a MODEL clause. The MODEL 
clause may be part of a SELECT statement, and is received 
by an application and processed by one or more engines, 
such as a relational engine. The disclosed subject matter may 
also be used in respect of other clauses Which update data. 

[0052] Step 230 comprises evaluating functions based on 
model data in an analytic Workspace in order to process the 
relational query. In an embodiment, the functions include 
functions associated With the application of a MODEL 
clause. The application of functions may include the appli 
cation of formulas on multidimensional arrays. The func 
tions are comprised of computational rules expressed in 
terms of dimension variables. 

[0053] Step 260 comprises providing the results of the 
relational query. The results of the relational query may be 
communicated to the application. In an embodiment, the 
results are returned to the application by a relational engine 
via Oracle Call Interface (“OCI”) or Java Database Con 
nectivity (“JDBC”). 
[0054] Embodiments of the disclosed subject matter may 
be applied in respect of other storage mediums. For 
example, an embodiment could be used to process queries 
that are performed on other types of random-access storage, 
not just analytic Workspaces. Additionally, an embodiment 
could be applied in respect of the processing of SQL clauses 
other than the MODEL clause. 

[0055] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart depicting the embodiment of 
method 300 for processing a relational query using an 
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analytic Workspace in a context in Which the data upon 
Which the relational query is to be performed resides in 
relational tables and has not yet been loaded into an analytic 
Workspace. 

[0056] In step 310, an analytic Workspace is created. The 
analytic Workspace may be created using conventional 
means for creating an analytic Workspace. HoWever, in other 
embodiments, the analytic Workspace may be pre-existing, 
Without data residing therein until it is populated With data, 
as described beloW. 

[0057] Step 320 comprises populating the analytic Work 
space With data. Therefore, data that resides in relational 
tables can be dynamically populated into the analytic Work 
space. As a result, the more ef?cient data access methods 
described herein may be applied to process the relational 
query in respect of the data that is populated into the analytic 
Workspace. In a sense, the analytic Workspace provides a 
materialiZed vieW of the relational tables. 

[0058] In step 230, similar to the steps of method 200, 
model functions are evaluated based on data that is loaded 
into the analytic Workspace. In an embodiment, a relational 
engine may evaluate the model functions 

[0059] In the approaches described above, an analytic 
Workspace provides a materialiZed vieW of relational tables. 
If such a materialiZed vieW is maintained, query references 
to multiple relational tables may be replaced With references 
to analytic Workspaces. 

SELECT SUBSTR(country,1,20) country, SUBSTR(prod,1,15) 
prod, year, sales 
FROM AWiXYZ 
WHERE country=‘Italy’ 
MODEL PARTITION BY (country) DIMENSION BY (prod, year) 
MEASURES (sales) 

sales[‘bi_ke’, 2000] = sales[‘bi_ke’, 1999] 
+ sales[‘bi_ke’, 1998], 

sales[‘car’, 2000] = avg(sales)[‘car’, for year in 
(1990,1991,1992,1993,1994)] 
) 

[0060] In the above example, model data in the analytic 
Workspace AW_XYZ is accessed. The model data is not 
stored in a hash table. In this Way, queries can take advan 
tage of the fast access properties that are associated With 
analytic Workspaces. Moreover, the use of analytic Work 
spaces to provide a materialiZed vieW of relational tables is 
transparent to the user. 

[0061] Although a persistent multidimensional database 
may be used to implement embodiments, a non-persistent 
multidimensional database may also be used in some 
embodiments. The non-persistent multidimensional data 
base could be populated dynamically With data When a 
query, such as a query With a MODEL clause, is executed. 
If a large quantity of queries that include MODEL clauses 
are performed, a number of session analytic Workspaces 
could be employed. In another embodiment, an analytic 
Workspace may be maintained beyond a session. 

[0062] If data in an analytic Workspace is updated using a 
MODEL clause, the updated data in the analytic Workspace 
may persist for the duration of a session, or across sessions. 
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An additional feature that is found in an embodiment relates 
to the fact that unlike a hash table, an analytic Workspace is 
capable of remembering updates. As such, a query including 
MODEL clause could be executed, and then update data in 
an analytic Workspace. The updated data could then me 
accessed by a second MODEL clause that is executed. This 
feature is not available in relational database management 
systems. 

HardWare OvervieW 

[0063] The approach for using a multidimensional data 
base as a surrogate for a hash table in the context of a 
relational query that are described herein may be imple 
mented in a variety of Ways and the invention is not limited 
to any particular implementation. The approach may be 
integrated into a computer system or a netWork device, or 
may be implemented as a stand-alone mechanism. Further 
more, the approach may be implemented in computer soft 
Ware, hardWare, or a combination thereof. 

[0064] FIG. 4 is a block diagram that depicts a computer 
system 400 upon Which an embodiment of the invention 
may be implemented. Computer system 400 includes a bus 
402 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information, and a processor 404 coupled With bus 402 for 
processing information. Computer system 400 also includes 
a main memory 406, such as a random access memory 

(RAM) or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 402 
for storing information and instructions to be executed by 
processor 404. Main memory 406 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 404. Computer system 400 further includes a read 
only memory (ROM) 408 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 402 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 404. A storage device 410, such as a 
magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 
402 for storing information and instructions. 

[0065] Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 
to a display 412, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for 
displaying information to a computer user. An input device 
414, including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to 
bus 402 for communicating information and command 
selections to processor 404. Another type of user input 
device is cursor control 416, such as a mouse, a trackball, or 
cursor direction keys for communicating direction informa 
tion and command selections to processor 404 and for 
controlling cursor movement on display 412. This input 
device typically has tWo degrees of freedom in tWo axes, a 
?rst axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that alloWs the 
device to specify positions in a plane. 

[0066] The invention is related to the use of computer 
system 400 for implementing the techniques described 
herein. According to one embodiment of the invention, those 
techniques are performed by computer system 400 in 
response to processor 404 executing one or more sequences 
of one or more instructions contained in main memory 406. 
Such instructions may be read into main memory 406 from 
another computer-readable medium, such as storage device 
410. Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in 
main memory 406 causes processor 404 to perform the 
process steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, 
hard-Wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combi 
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nation With softWare instructions to implement the inven 
tion. Thus, embodiments of the invention are not limited to 
any speci?c combination of hardWare circuitry and softWare. 

[0067] The term “computer-readable medium” as used 
herein refers to any medium that participates in providing 
instructions to processor 404 for execution. Such a medium 
may take many forms, including but not limited to, non 
volatile media, volatile media, and transmission media. 
Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or mag 
netic disks, such as storage device 410. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 406. 
Transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper Wire 
and ?ber optics, including the Wires that comprise bus 402. 
Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or 
light Waves, such as those generated during radio-Wave and 
infra-red data communications. 

[0068] Common forms of computer-readable media 
include, for example, a ?oppy disk, a ?exible disk, hard disk, 
magnetic tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, 
any other optical medium, punchcards, papertape, any other 
physical medium With patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, 
and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or 
cartridge, a carrier Wave as described hereinafter, or any 
other medium from Which a computer can read. 

[0069] Various forms of computer readable media may be 
involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more 

instructions to processor 404 for execution. For example, the 
instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. Amodem local to computer 
system 400 can receive the data on the telephone line and 
use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in 
the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
data on bus 402. Bus 402 carries the data to main memory 
406, from Which processor 404 retrieves and executes the 
instructions. The instructions received by main memory 406 
may optionally be stored on storage device 410 either before 
or after execution by processor 404. 

[0070] Computer system 400 also includes a communica 
tion interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Communication 
interface 418 provides a tWo-Way data communication cou 
pling to a netWork link 420 that is connected to a local 
netWork 422. For example, communication interface 418 
may be an integrated services digital netWork (ISDN) card 
or a modem to provide a data communication connection to 
a corresponding type of telephone line. As another example, 
communication interface 418 may be a local area netWork 
(LAN) card to provide a data communication connection to 
a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be implemented. 
In any such implementation, communication interface 418 
sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical 
signals that carry digital data streams representing various 
types of information. 

[0071] NetWork link 420 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more netWorks to other data devices. 
For example, netWork link 420 may provide a connection 
through local netWork 422 to a host computer 424 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
426. ISP 426 in turn provides data communication services 
through the World Wide packet data communication netWork 
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noW commonly referred to as the “Internet”428. Local 
network 422 and Internet 428 both use electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. 
The signals through the various netWorks and the signals on 
netWork link 420 and through communication interface 418, 
Which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
400, are exemplary forms of carrier Waves transporting the 
information. 

[0072] Computer system 400 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the net 
Work(s), netWork link 420 and communication interface 418. 
In the Internet example, a server 430 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
428, ISP 426, local netWork 422 and communication inter 
face 418. 

[0073] The received code may be executed by processor 
404 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 410, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, 
computer system 400 may obtain application code in the 
form of a carrier Wave. 

[0074] In the foregoing speci?cation, the invention has 
been described With reference to speci?c embodiments 
thereof. It Will, hoWever, be evident that various modi?ca 
tions and changes may be made thereto Without departing 
from the broader spirit and scope of the invention. The 
speci?cation and draWings are, accordingly, to be regarded 
in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of processing a relational query comprising: 

evaluating at least one function contained in the relational 
query based on data stored in a multidimensional 
database. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the at least one 
function is evaluated based on data in an analytic Workspace. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the relational query 
includes a MODEL clause and the at least one function 
comprises a MODEL function. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 

loading the data into the analytic Workspace in response 
to execution of the relational query. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

creating the analytic Workspace in response to execution 
of the relational query. 

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising: 

loading the data into the analytic Workspace in response 
to execution of the relational query. 

7. The method of claim 4, Wherein said data that loads 
said analytic Workspace is managed by a multidimensional 
engine; the method further comprising: 

a step of performing at least one of aggregating said data 
and performing a calculation on said data, Wherein said 
step of performing at least one of aggregating and 
performing a calculation is performed by said multidi 
mensional engine prior to loading said analytic Work 
space. 

8. The method of claim 1, Wherein said step of evaluating 
is performed by a relational engine. 
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9. The method of claim 1, Wherein said relation query is 
a ?rst relational query and said ?rst relational query causes 
an update of said data in said analytic Workspace, the 
method further comprising: 

executing a second relational query that accesses data that 
Was updated by said ?rst relational query. 

10. The method of claim 1, Wherein the multi-dimensional 
database serves as a surrogate for a hash table. 

11. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 
sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 1. 
12. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 2. 
13. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 3. 
14. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 4. 
15. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 5. 
16. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 6. 
17. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 7. 
18. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 8. 
19. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 9. 
20. A computer-readable medium carrying one or more 

sequences of instructions Which, When executed by one or 
more processors, causes the one or more processors to 

perform the method recited in claim 10. 
21. Asystem for processing a relational query comprising: 

an analytic Workspace to store data; 

an interface to the analytic Workspace con?gured to alloW 
random access to said data stored in said analytic 
Workspace; and 

a relational engine con?gured to evaluate functions con 
tained in the relational query based on data stored in 
said analytic Workspace. 

22. The system of claim 21, further comprising: 

a multidimensional engine con?gured to perform aggre 
gations and calculations on said data. 

23. The system of claim 21, Wherein said analytic Work 
space is created prior to the processing of the relational 
query. 
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24. The system of claim 21, wherein said analytic Work- 25. The system of claim 21, further comprising means for 
space is created in response to execution of the relational Stonng Sald data m Sald analytlc Workspace~ 

query. * * * * * 


